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Research1
The Ties that Bind is a photographic essay highlighting
the various connections, restrictions, expectations
and realities of the human condition. 
While the initial objective of the task was to envision a 
singular model, I chose to use two to properly
balance the theme in the masculine and feminine.

The approach was to acheive a dark shoot, with a 
sense of chiaroscuro / tenebre in an attempt to
beautify anguish and add drama to lighter themes
such as love and devotion.
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Theme/mood: The central theme reasearched 
was anguish and what ties us or how we tie 
ourselves to it.

No one need look much further than the 
works of Caravaggio and Rembrant to see 
such themes on display. The juxtaposition 
between light and dark coupled with strong 
emotionally loaded circumstances caught in 
frame are deeply mired with anguish, resolve, 
resignation and determination. Several books 
onphtography, lighting and chiaroscuro/
tenebre.

In an attempt to add a painterly feel to the 
photos, textures (like silk chiffon), props (like 
handcuffs and a rosary) and extreme lighting 
we used to convay these aforementioned 
emotions, not only for the model but for the 
viewer aswell.

The majority of the photos were taken indoors 
in a small empty room. A black backdrop was 
used for some of the shots, while others were 
set on a cream textured wall.

Equipment required for effect:The equipment 
used was a SONY @58 camera Lenses:  Sigma 
Dg 70-300mm 1:4-5.6

Sigma DC 50-200mm 1:4-5.6 hsm

Sony  DT SAM II 18-55 3.5-5.6

External: Metz 44 AF-1 digital 

Board Reflector, Fill light,2 spot 

Props and wardrobe/colored plastic sheets/
flour

2 industrial fans



The Models

Behind the scenes/Roberto Test shot

Behind the scenes/Inaz motion shot

Inaz Amiri is a Iranian/Iraqi Norwegian. While 
she grew up in a Muslim household, she often felt 
that Islam was something outside of her. It took 
two years of rejecting her faith to see that Islam 
was something true to her heart and important 
to her spirit. Despite knowing the social 
consequences Inaz decided to wear her hijab as 
she did as a child, something she now wears with 
a mantle of pride instead of shame. It took the 
crisis of faith to show her the importance of God 
in her life. 
However, due warning; Inaz is no wallflower or 
asetic, she is full of passion, rage and fury, with a 
braod world view and open mind.

The first entire week was spent on finding the right models for the 
theme of the shoot, I needed people who could emote effectively on 
camera, have strong, striking features and who personally contend 
with being on the outside looking in. Both parties have at some point 
suffured a crisis of faith or personal hardship,  which have  added 
greater depth to their worldview and sense of self.

Roberto Cecilia is a Portugese Norwegian with a Catholic background.
He grew up in a fully white and purebred Norwegian school environment
and often felt at odds with his environment. Despite his copious tattoo-
sand comically misanthropic demeanor, he is a Head Security guard and 
loving single father of a beautiful 4 year old girl.



Analysis
breakdown of meaning2

bind  (bīnd)

v. bound (bound), bind·ing, binds

v.tr.

1.

a. To tie or secure, as with a rope or cord.

b. To hold or restrain by tying with rope or bonds: bound the prisoner.

2.

a. To fasten or wrap by encircling, as with a belt or ribbon: a dress bound with a sash.

b. To bandage: bound up their wounds.

3.

a. To compel, constrain, or unite: bound by a deep sense of duty; bound by a common interest in sports.

b. To make certain or irrevocable: bind the deal with a down payment.

c. Law To place under legal obligation.

Bind
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““Despite the restrictions, we are safe 
within the Box. But – and here is the 
problem – once we identify something 
more, that awareness irrevocably changes 
our perceptions of the Box.”
― Heidi Reagan

On restriction



Inarguably the most controversial photo of the shoot is ‘Sin like Me’, but not for the reasons that appear at first 
bluff.
‘Sin like Me’ is not a commentary on haram within Islam but rather what devices the west would impose on 
the culture of the East. 

Would a hijab be more accepted in France if it were enblazoned by the luxury house of a countryman like Louis 
Vuitton?
Would a Muslim be more approachable if she held on to a catholic icon, like a rosary?
Would she seem more european if she embraced warm aroma of a Malboro?

Is this already happening and is she unable to see it?
Is she invisible until she conforms?
Is she already bound or would you have her bound further?
Does she need to have multiple personas to be accepted? (one  form, two shadows)

These are all questions I postulated while making this composition.
Two spots were used to light the scene which were each covered in transparent colored film(one lavender and 
one yellow)
The skin was smoothed in photoshop and contrast intensified.

Fstop: f/4.5
Exposure time:1/60
ISO:640
Exposure bias:-1.7 step
Focal Length:28 mm
No flash

Bound by; 
                     Culture

“Islam doesn’t ask you to cover your eyes, but to guard them.” 
― Junaid Raza



Bound by; 
                      Family.
Not all bindings are restrictive; some are joyful. Here we see the face of Roberto’s child reflected in the depths of his eyes, showing his drive,
responsibility and determination to offer his daughter a prosperous future. Natural lighting.
Detail enhancing filter added, picture of daughter reflected in eye, but intensified by creating a invisible sphere and setting the smae picture 
on a curve to conform to the shape of the eye (Autodesk Maya). F-stop:f/5.6 Ex.time:1/125 sec. ISO:3200, Ex bias: -1.3 step. 

Bound by;
        Devotion
In this picture I wanted to simulate true grief. The reaction of a mother losing their child, the impact of a 
wife  who realises her husband has just died. The higher the devotion, the more viseral the anguish. This was 
shot with 2 point/spot light only, one on the model and the other above the model pointed down. Flour was 
thrown in the air to simulate the tailend of destruction/dust or debris and the light was shown through it.



Bound by;
   Emotions
This photo was intended to simulate the catatonic calm that overcomes someone who has just been broken. The state of realisation that you are entirely 
alone. Resignation, disbelief, numbness. What has happened to her, what IS happening to her? 
Fill light, 2 spot, no flash, added vingnette.   F-stop: f/5.6 Ex-time:1/80 sec ISO:1250 Ex-bias: +1 step Focal length 45 mm/67

Bound by;
       Regret

This photo is intended to
simulate the manicles of regret.
The realisation that no good deed 
after the fact can truly eradicate the 
failures of the past.
The tone is meant to simulate the 
darkest, hidden part of the mind 
-the part that is often pushed to the 
wayside for the sake of self
 preservation.

I spot and one bounce light.
Contrast hightened.

F-stop: f/4
Ex.Time: 1/13 sec
Iso: 3200
Ex.Bias: -1.3 step
Focal length: 26 mm



F-stop: f/5.6
Ex.time:1/13 sec
ISO speed:3200
Ex.bias: -0.3 step
Focal length: 50 mm

“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.”

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Bound by;
              Rapture

This photo was intended to simulate the rapture of 
freedom; one can say the revelry in the loosening of
binds - but this rapture is it’s own tie, as unbridled 
freedom gives way to the posibility of beingensnared 
further.

Fill light, spot and bounce. 2 industrial fans.
Contrast hightened, and overexposed sections reduced.



Behind the scenes

The title page for The Ties that Bind consists 
of a self made piece of golden rope casting a 
mangled shadow across a piece of 
scripture.

I soft fill and one spot. No alternations.
F-stop:f/5
Ex.time:1/30sec
ISO speed:3200
Ex.Bias:-0.7 step

Focal length: 35mm

The back page of The Ties that Bind consists
of a symbol about sexuality in religion, that 
some things cannot be bound, despite our 
feeble attempts to do so.

Fill and 2 spot and bounce.
Lips highlighted, converted to CYMK, while the rest is 
monochromatic.
F-stop: f/5.6,  Ex.time:1/100sec, ISO:3200, Ex.Bias:0 step
Focal length:55mm.



MoodBoard & Sketches3
“Once I was free in the shackles of sin:
Free to be tempted, just bound to give in;
Free to be captive to any desire;
Free to eternally burn in hell’s fire.
‘Til Someone bought me and called me His slave:
Bound by commands I am free to obey;
Captive by beauty I’m free to adore--
Sentenced to sit at His feet evermore.” 
― John F. MacArthur Jr.

Works



Moodboard

The moodboard was meant to 
capturethe tonality and 
technique that I ended or 
hoped to use.
Dramatic contrasting, 
emotionally charged themes, 
using props and lighting to 
intensify the
intended mood. Sketches

Rudimentary sketches on focal
ideas were first laid down on paper, 
to remind myself what I was going to 
try with my models. Often I noticed 
in the heat of the shoot, if you do not 
have prompts, one can easily forget 
important ideas in the 
excitement of the moment.
They were integral despite their 
crudeness.
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